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New modes of spin precession have been observed in superfluid 3 He-B with a precessing
magnetization M  pMeq , where p  1, 12 , and ø0. These dynamic order parameter states are the
first examples of stable precession with a magnetization different from the equilibrium value Meq . The
p  12 mode is the second example of a phase-coherent state of a spin superfluid. The new states can
be excited close to Tc in the range 1 2 T yTc & 0.02 where dissipation is low and the energy barriers
between the different local minima of the spin-orbit energy are small.
[S0031-9007(96)01929-1]
PACS numbers: 67.57.Lm, 76.60. – k

A number of stable states of coherent spin precession
have been observed and identified in NMR experiments
in the normal and B phases of liquid 3 He and in 3 He-4 He
solutions [1–4]. Some of these states in 3 He-B display
the same features of spontaneously broken symmetry that
characterize quantum coherence in superfluids. Here the
role of the supercurrent is played by the spin current. The
main difference from a superfluid with a mass supercurrent is that in general the spin is not conserved. To stabilize a steady precessing state an external radiofrequency
(rf) field has to be applied to compensate for spin relaxation. The smaller the dissipation, the smaller the rf field
can be, and the closer the system is to the ideal coherent
dynamic state of a spin superfluid.
In 3 He-B one such state is the homogeneously precessing domain (HPD) [1]. The spin-superfluid properties of
the HPD are well known: its spin current displays the
Josephson effect and it supports topological spin-current
vortices and collective modes, which result from the spin
rigidity of this coherent state [5,6]. In the HPD mode
the magnetization M  gS (S is the spin density and g
the gyromagnetic ratio) precesses with the thermal equilibrium magnitude gSeq  xH, where x is the magnetic
susceptibility, and H the static magnetic field.
We report the observation of new precessing states
in 3 He-B. As opposed to the HPD, these states may
have a fractional value of spin density S  pSeq and
can be stabilized with continuous wave (cw) NMR close
to the superfluid transition temperature Tc . In particular
1
the half-magnetization (HM) states with p  2 should
display the generic properties of a coherently precessing
spin state if they will be stabilized well below Tc .
Experiments.— NMR measurements were carried out
with nuclear demagnetization cryostats both in Helsinki
and Moscow in cylindrical sample containers. In Helsinki
the cell was from quartz with diameter D  5 mm and
length L  7 mm while in Moscow the inside surface
was covered with lavsan polyethylene foil (similar to

mylar) and the dimensions were D  3.7 mm and L 
4 mm. The measurements were performed at pressures
P  0 12 bars in magnetic fields H  73 284 Oe (or
Larmor frequencies vL y2p  gHy2p  235 920 kHz),
oriented parallel to the container axis. With cw NMR we
monitor the in-phase dispersion (~ Sx  S' cos f) and
out-of-phase absorption (~ Sy  S' sin f) signals. In
Moscow pulsed NMR measurements were also performed
and the field homogeneity was improved from dHyH ,
7 3 1024 in Helsinki to 5 3 1025 . It was then found that
a small applied field gradient did not change the results
qualitatively.
In a large transverse rf field Hrf * 0.01 Oe the cw NMR
line shape changes drastically at temperatures T * 0.98Tc .
In Fig. 1 the absorption and dispersion signals are shown,
measured at fixed excitation frequency vrf during a slow
sweep of H. The signals display discontinuities, which
indicate transitions between different states of spin precession. The new states appear when the field is swept
through resonance and the tipping angle b of the precessing magnetization is large. A different sequence of
states is traversed when the sweep is towards increasing (Fig. 1) or decreasing field (Fig. 2). The transitions
are mostly of first order: they are hysteretic with respect
to the sweep direction. In Fig. 2 the signals have been
recorded during a slow warm-up. The lowermost spectrum is outside the temperature region of the new states
and represents the usual NMR mode, when spin waves are
excited in the static texture of the order parameter. We
call this the spin wave (SW) state [7]. At higher temperatures new states appear. To identify these we perform a combination of cw and pulsed NMR measurement
to determine the value of the precessing magnetization.
By measuring the cw absorption and dispersion spectra
we also record the transverse component of the spin density S'  S sin b  sSx2 1 Sy2 d1y2 as a function of T , Hrf ,
and the frequency shift vrf 2 vL . The results are compared with analytical solutions or numerical simulation. In
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FIG. 2. Dispersion (Sx ) measured during a sweep of decreasing field and slow warm-up: lavsan-coated cell, P  0,
Hrf , 0.02 Oe; vrf y2p  461 kHz. The dotted curve represents a sweep of increasing field, starting from the SW state.
1

FIG. 1. Inset: Free induction decay signals of the HM4
state (light lines) and normal 3 He (dark lines), as recorded
with a digital oscilloscope. The initial ratio of amplitudes is
0.52. Main frame: Measured absorption (Sy ) and dispersion
(Sx ) during a sweep of increasing field. (a) Lavsan-coated
cylinder, P  0, T , 0.997Tc , Hrf , 0.02 Oe, vrf y2p 
334 kHz. (b) Quartz cylinder, P  5 bars, T , 0.990Tc ,
Hrf  0.038 Oe; vrf y2p  380 kHz. Unidentified features
are marked with A. The free induction decay (FID) signal of
HM4 in the inset was measured at the value of H marked with
the open arrow. The vertical scales are the same in Figs. 1(a)
and 2; the dashed horizontal lines mark roughly zero signal
level.

the latter we use a spatially homogeneous H, realistic values for the experimental parameters, and as dissipation the
Leggett-Takagi relaxation [7].
Precessing states.—A number of stable solutions have
been proposed to Leggett’s equations of 3 He-B spin dynamics [8–12]. The relevant cases are classified in Fig. 3
in terms of the magnitude and direction of S in the precessing frame and the direction the orbital momentum density
L in the laboratory frame. The conventional NMR mode,
the SW state, corresponds to small oscillations of S about
Seq . In this state L forms a broad spatial texture due to
the boundary conditions [7].
The existence of additional stable states is due to the
particular form of the spin-orbit (dipole) interaction. After
averaging over the fast Larmor precession, the dipole
energy FD depends on the orientations of S and L. It has a
local minimum in the so-called resonance case, when S ø
Seq . The SW and HPD states are examples of this resonance [13]. Additional resonances have been predicted to

exist when S ø pSeq , where p ø 0 [9], 2 , or 2 [10]. In
Fig. 3, the stable precessing states should be located near
these attractors in the S 2 L space.
The stable states can be pictured as a double resonance.
In the frame rotating with the frequency vrf , the rf field is
constant and the total field is
H̃  ẑsvL 2 vrf dyg 1 x̂Hrf .

(1)

The doubly precessing states are stabilized by the dipole
torque, which generates a resonance at the frequency
ṽL  g H̃ in the rotating frame, if the condition
S  sxyg 2 d spvrf 1 g H̃d ,

(2)

1

is satisfied with p  0, 2 , 1, or 2. Magnetic relaxation
and spatial inhomogeneity influence the resonances, but

FIG. 3. Precessing states in the plane Sz ySeq 2 S' ySeq . SW
(h) denotes conventional NMR at low rf level. The BrinkmanSmith (BS) mode exists on the semicircle S  Seq (thick black
line), with L k H, when b , 104±. The phase-coherent HPD
mode is the dashed continuation of this semicircle when b *
104±. The half-magnetization (HM) mode (dashed semicircle)
1
has 2 Seq while nearly zero magnetization (ZM) is observed in
the ZM mode. The observed ZM (n) and HM (s) states are
close to the line of aligned spins (AS) with S k H ' L.
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do not essentially change the states except in the case of
p  0, when the magnitude of S is not determined by
Eq. (2) but mainly by dissipation [9].
Half-magnetization modes.—We observe four NMR
1
signatures which we ascribe to p  2 states: HM1, HM2,
and HM3 appear at positive frequency shifts vrf . vL
(Fig. 2) and HM4 at negative shifts vrf , vL (Fig. 1).
1
Their identification as p  2 states is based on a measurement of the magnetization. At fixed H in the desired state
we switch off the rf pumping. Immediately after that a
90± tipping pulse is applied and the FID signal is recorded
(inset in Fig. 1). On comparing its amplitude with that of
the FID obtained after a single 90± tipping pulse in normal 3 He we find that for all HM modes the amplitude ratio
is 0.50 6 0.03 and not dependent on the phase of the rf
pulse. This means that before the pulse the magnetization
1
is roughly along H and S ø 2 Seq . For all HM modes the
FID duration is nearly the same as in normal 3 He. This implies that, when Hrf  0, they all reduce to the same HM
state which preserves its configuration during the FID.
These features of the HM1, HM3, and HM4 states are
well reproduced in numerical simulation. It also shows
that in the presence of the rf field they share similar proper1
ties: (i) They lie near the positive intersection of the p  2
circle with the vertical line in Fig. 3. (ii) There is a degeneracy in the orientation of the orbital momentum: L ' H.
(iii) The spin precesses with vrf while the order parameter
1
axis n̂ precesses with 2 vrf (applies to aligned HM states in
general). By minimizing the dipole and spectroscopic energies, F  FD ssz , lz d 2 svL 2 vrf dSz 2 Sx Hrf yg, an
analytic description can be derived for HM4 with vrf ,
vL , where [10]
FD ssz , lz d  sxy10g 2 dVB2
3 f1 1 2lz2 sz2 1 s1 2 lz2 d s1 2 sz2 d 2 s2y3d
p
3 s1 1 lz d s1 1 sz d s1 2 lz2 d s1 2 sz2 d g .
(3)
Here sz  Sz yS, lz  Lz yL, and ẑ k H. VB is the
Leggett frequency of 3 He-B [7]. At relatively large negative frequency shift the two local minima from Ref. [10]
merge into one with
sin b ø s1 1 w 2 y4d21y2 ,

w  15vrf svrf 2 vL dy2VB2 .

For T yTc . 0.995 and H 2 vrf yg . 0.05 Oe one has
b ø 1, in agreement with our observation. Well below
Tc this state should have similar coherent spin-superfluid
properties as the HPD.
At positive frequency shifts the HM3 state appears as
a saddle point of F in a narrow range of the field sweep
where the phase of precession f ø p and Sx , 0 (Fig. 2).
Numerically HM1 and HM3 are readily identified while
HM2 is not. The small dispersion of HM1 in a wide
region of field sweep is similar to that found numeri88
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FIG. 4. Dispersion (Sx ), absorption (Sy ), and total spin (S),
normalized to Seq , from numerical simulation at two temperatures. The sweep towards decreasing field was started
from gH . vrf , but new states appear when gH , vrf . The
parameters are P  0, Hrf  0.02 Oe, vrf y2p  460 kHz,
T1  0.1 s. The same calculation gives for a sweep towards
increasing field, starting from gH , vrf , the HM4 state, when
gH . vrf , as seen in Fig. 1. Only spatially homogeneous order parameter states are considered in the simulation. Therefore
the BS mode (or its mirror state at vrf . gH [12]) appears
here outside the region of the HM and ZM states.

cally in Fig. 4(a), but the two ranges of frequency shift
are different. Such inconsistency may be due to spatial
inhomogeneity which is not included in the simulation.
For instance the field inhomogeneity (dH , 0.02 Oe in
Fig. 2) becomes especially important when H 2 vrf yg ,
dH. In this case the sign of the frequency shift may vary
within the sample and the precessing state may be spatially
inhomogeneous. This may also be responsible for the unidentified features marked with A in Figs. 1 and 2.
Zero-magnetization mode.— The signature of the p ø
0 state at positive frequency shift vrf . vL is shown in
Fig. 2. The identification of this state is again based on
pulsed NMR measurement of the magnitude of S. From
the ratio of the initial FID amplitudes one can conclude
that in the ZM state the spin decreases from &0.3Seq at
small frequency shifts down to the noise level ,0.02Seq
at larger shifts. At large frequency shifts the transverse
spin is found to be S' ~ Tc 2 T and it does not depend
on Hrf . Also the FID amplitude is found to vary with time
such that we estimate b ø 20± 30±. All these features
are reproduced in the numerical simulation. It furthermore
shows that the relaxation of the magnitude of S after
switching off the rf pumping is sufficiently slow so that
pulsed NMR can be used for estimating S and that the
ZM state remains stable at small negative frequency shifts
[H 2 vrf yg & 0.1 Oe for the conditions of Fig. 4(b)].
Thus the region marked by A in Fig. 1(a) might also
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correspond to the ZM state. In Ref. [9] a state with p ø 0
has been discussed analytically. There L was assumed to
be k H, but the simulation shows that L prefers to be ' H.
Brinkman-Smith mode.—In the HPD mode spin currents maintain phase coherence of the spin precession and
b * uL , where uL ø 104± is the Leggett angle [7]. The
precursor of the HPD, the Brinkman-Smith state (BS) [8],
with b , uL , was actually the first of the extraodinary precessing states which was observed in early pulsed NMR
experiments [14]. Here we find for the first time that
the BS mode can be stabilized in cw NMR [Fig. 1(b)].
In this case S is oriented along H̃ in the rotating frame
[11,12], S ø Seq H̃yH̃ and sin b  Hrf yH̃. Experimentally the BS mode is identified by its transverse spin density
S'  Seq sin b, which was found to be in perfect agreement with the prediction.
A transition between any two states in Fig. 3, which
involves a reorientation of L, corresponds to a textural
transformation. In the BS state the dipole energy orients
L along H and the SW ! BS or BS ! SW transitions are
to be accompanied by first order textural transformations.
An anomaly observed in pulsed NMR measurements in
Ref. [15] is explained by the SW ! BS transition, as
proposed in Ref. [16]. We observe the opposite case
BS ! SW [Fig. 1(b)] while the SW ! BS transition is
obscured by unidentified features at a small frequency shift
where the SW mode becomes unstable.
There are differences in the results measured with the
two sample cells. The ZM mode has been observed in
both cylinders, but the HM modes were observed only in
the lavsan-coated cell while the BS state was stable only
in the quartz cell. This may be caused by the cylinder
dimensions, field inhomogeneity, or relaxation at the walls.
The effective longitudinal relaxation time T1 was measured
to be 1 min in the quartz and 1 s in the lavsan cells at T *
Tc sP  0d. In the simulation it is lumped into an effective
bulk T1 . The stable ranges of the new states were found
to be sensitive to the choice of T1 . A further possibility
is that a textural transformation to the BS state triggers a
transition to the HM or ZM states in the lavsan container.
It has a smaller volume by a factor of 5 and perhaps the
latter modes can more readily be created uniformly in
this case.
In conclusion, we have observed the first examples of
stable dynamic spin modes with a well-defined precessing
magnetization which differs from the thermal equilibrium
value. The existence of such modes had been proposed
before theoretically [9,10], but it was not known in what
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conditions they might be stabilized. It is now clear that
they appear after crossing the resonance at vrf  vL at
a high rf level so that S is deflected by a large amount
(b , 180±). Simultaneously the HPD mode with L k H
should be unstable towards a reorientation to L ' H.
Well below Tc this instability is difficult to reach due to
the dipole torque and Leggett-Takagi dissipation, which
rapidly grow with increasing b above uL . Numerical
simulation of the resonance conditions from Leggett’s spin
dynamic equations also confirms that the new states can be
reached in the vicinity of Tc where FD ~ Tc 2 T is small
and the more conventional modes with S  Seq become
unstable already with tipping angles b , 180± and, in fact,
with b as small as ,140±.
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